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High performance

strikE linEs

WilD thing™ — nEW

WilD riDE™

The Wild Thing and its new ultra-low RG Paragon core improves the
adhesion of the ConneXion™ coverstock to the lane, accelerating the
response to friction and unleashing its atack on the pins. This core/
coverstock combination allows the Wild Thing to generate a shape
never seen before in the Brunswick line.

The Wild Ride delivers the proven medium RG Torsion™ asymmetric core
at the High Performance price point. This core/coverstock combination
allows the Wild Ride to skid easily through the front part of the lane, dig in
aggressively at the end of the mid-lane, then stick strong to the backendproviding powerful traction of the break point. The ConneXion coverstock,
united with the familiar Torsion asymmetric core, provides a
ride that is untamed.

pArAgon corE

The new ultra-low
RG Paragon core
was designed with two
intentions. First, to
lower the RG to create
a faster revving core
that will provide
improved mid-lane
traction. Second, to
raise the RG diferential
to increase the track
fare potential, which
will generate more
overall hook with
standard layouts
and the use of
interchangeable
thumb sleeves.

60-104978

Parker Bohn III

AsymmEtricAl corE

The Wild Ride
migrates the proven
medium RG Torsion
asymmetric core into
the High Performance
price point.
pro tip

“The Wild Ride is clean
through the fronts,
allowing the ball to
store energy and make
a strong but smooth
move on the backends.
It allows me to move in
and open up the lane.”

Diandra Asbaty

pro tip

“When oil carries down
lane, this ball picks
up, continues and
goes through the
pins in a meaningful
way. This ball needs to
be in your arsenal!”

torsion

mAxxx zonE®
The MaXXX Zone core uses the same inner core shape as the
Smash Zone®, however the weight distribution between the inner
core and the outer core has been adjusted to raise the overall RG.
This means even with its aggressive PlaZma™ coverstock, the
MaXXX Zone will clear the fronts and provide maximum traction in
the mid and the backends, even on the tightest lane conditions.

Typical 40' medium-oily lane condition

60-105212

60-104963
mAxxx zonE corE

The MaXXX Zone uses an
updated version of the
original Inferno® core.
pro tip

high
pErformAncE
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fActory
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lEngth

shApE

rg-mAx

rg-min

rg-Diff

rg-Avg

WEights

Wild Thing
Wild Ride
MaXXX Zone

ConneXion
ConneXion
PlaZma Solid

4,000 Micro Pad
Rough Buf
600 Wet Sand

160
145
175

110
120
45

95
90
70

2.514
2.548
2.522

2.469
2.512
2.480

0.045
0.036
0.042

2.6
3.8
3.0

12-16
12-16
12-16
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“Regardless of how oily
the lanes are, this ball is
best used for going up
the lane. A great ball for
controlling the pocket."

Parker Bohn III

Wild Thing
Wild Ride
MaXXX Zone
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